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                                                   INTRODUCTION 

 

      A cosmic theory of the Total as my own THE IDION, must unite the queen of philosophy 
and theology with the physics, mathematics and all the sciences. All the sciences find their 
position in this cosmic theory and they are overturning wrong conceptions of the sciences, such 
as physics, which terrible feebleness, as the not consequence of its metric systems (SI, CGS). 

    The cosmic theory is the theory of the Total and does not except the theory about the God 
(here Goddess), but it is coming out in the creation, with the help of the physics. This cosmic 
theory applies a new theory of physics, and it is a unique, as the previous cosmic theories were 
supported on the independently created physics and they didn’t fix the physics, as it does this 
cosmic theory. About the atom of the hydrogen that we will describe it, will combine two new 
theories, at them we were coming on.  

     The cosmic theory of the Materialism, is in some subsets of THE IDION, (Gnosticism1, 
Materialism and THE IDION are the three cosmic theories, they are formulated of the beginning 
of the mind beings, of the beginning of the civilization of the humanity). 

     You ought to know, that all it describes a cosmic theory, or the theories of physics, are 
exactly how we humans describe things, matter from the micro-cosmos to the mega-cosmos 
and the possible immaterial existence. That is, how we understand and mind the things. If 
cosmic theory THE IDION is right, it is partial right the cosmic theory of Materialism, because 
it is partial subset of THE IDION, but it is wrong the cosmic theory of the Gnosticism2. This 
                                                           
1 Our information about the Gnosticism, is supported to the document of Erineus archbishop of Lyon 
France, 2nd century  CONTROL AND OVERTURNING OF THE PSEUDO INFORMATION, in the 
document of Heppolytus archbishop of Roma 2nd century  CONTROL ON EVERY HERECIES and 
some reports of other documents of the Cristian authors of the three first centuries. The physics 
conception of this cosmic theory, it is contained in the document of Clemens archbishop of Roma 1st 
century, DISCUSIONS. 
2 In according to the different discoveries of the Gnosticism, there is an upper God the Depth who with 
his wife Silence, they born two pair of Eones (Eon= the always existing, the God). They born 4 pairs 
and they born 8 pair of Eones and it is continuum to the different number of Eones, in the different 
forms of Gnosticism, into the skies they are lived. As saint Maximus reported in THE 
COMMENTARIES ABOUT THE GOD NAMES, the Eones are the Angels.  
Again, the Gnosticism as the Materialism is accepted the existence before the matter. It is considered 
that initially existed before plasma in chaos form, on it the God created the universe.  
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discover makes necessary the inferior ability of the Gnosticism’s creators to describe the 
material and immaterial. And here, it is created the quote. Are we the superior mind beings into 
the universe and if we are, are we able to describe the Total? Here, the cosmic theory THE 
IDION, it is named in its evolution, that is in continuum evolution and in this work it is 
becoming THE TOTAL THEORY, because it is reported to the Total. We’d say that it belongs 
to Pantheism (all is God). Then the Total, and the immaterial and the matter are the God. We 
could say that it also belongs and in the Panentheism (everyone is founding into the God), but 
in this case we’d say that everything is founding into the God, and it’d not bring doubts.  

     As the ancient Greek philosophers, when they were created their theories (Aristotle called 
them nature philosophies), they put principles, so it is here. 

 

                                        METHODOLOGY 

 

     As the ancient Greek philosophers set the principles for the building of their theories, so 
here, it is set a principle, as that, the existence before of something indeterminate and they are 
followed the propositions.  

      The proposition of the physics is coming on, is the standard of the measure of distance (met) 
and that the theory of the diffraction is right, that is, the lengths of visible radiations are 
measured correctly. 

      It is used the induction as the tool for the development of the theory and they did acceptance- 
propositions on them the theory it is applied. The theory is describing the Total. 

 

                                       THE PRINCIPLE OF THE COSMIC THEORY      

 

     The unique philosophy principle is the pro-existence and the something indeterminate, is 
born her self in person, with the initially existence of elementary Logos3 (that is means Logic, 
reason, cause, ratio, speaking). The Logos, the logic, is the way of the existence of the things 
and again it is rules of the thought. It is expressed with the laws of nature and its proposition is 
the existence of the reality, the matter). 

     Before born her self of the indeterminate in personal Goddess, it was an upper, superior 
reality, something as the Brahmanism is accepted for the Brahman.   

     The personal Goddess has idioms, characteristics, as the Time and the Opposition. The Time 
is divided in distances that they have beginning and finishing. But as every action, as the actions 
of universes creation, it is being in some timing, it has time beginning.  So, the Time is existing 
before the universes creation and we suppose that the Logos, before the creation of our 
universes, it was the cause creation of others universes they are destroyed, or it was the cause 

                                                           
3 In the civilization we are running, for first time, Heraclitus spoke about Logos. 
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of other form of reality or realities, they were found into the Time and with Oppositions. Then 
the Time as idiom of the Logos it has the person Goddess, it is motion4. 

     But the Time has distances, beginning and finishing, it is proposed the existence of the 
Opposition. And the Opposition for the same reasons, is an idiom, characteristic of Logos and 
the personal Goddess.  

     Born her self from the indeterminate, was in dimensions and not dimensions Zero. The in 
dimensions Zero (nothing) is infinite, it is the infinite space, and it has as its idiom the 
continuum ether. This ether, is the in dimensions Zero, it is infinite. The in dimensions Zero is 
vacuum of matter, because it is not material. (And the vacuum is not being (material) said 
Democritus).   

     The not in dimension absolute Zero, is the vacuum has not dimensions (it is the limit of the 
lasting cut of a volume, the cutting in the infinite). There, they are nesting the ideas, the energies 
and the forces, they are immaterial.   

 

                             THE GENERAL PLAN OF THE BEING 

 

     The logic5, the ethic and the means (ideas) generally haven’t mass and weight, they are not 
limited into a space and into a section of time. If we accept that expansion of the Goddess logic 
are the laws of the universes, then the time is continuum and absolute6, the space of the 
universes is empirically infinite and the space of the total, of the ether, is infinite, without 
finishing and then the immaterial is and of the ideas7 and the means and it is not being. 

     You consider a box that we are cutting it, in infinite times. It tenses to a limit, the ZERO, 
the nothing, the absolute vacuum and it has not dimensions. This is not being, because it is 
immaterial. The immaterial means (senses) and the ideas are nesting into not dimensions zero. 

    The philosopher Democritus considered as principles the full and the vacuum. On these 
principles built his theory. Den, he called the atom lines8 and swirl of the atom lines, are the 
atoms of the matter, they are differed shorts. Mi-Den (zero) he called the vacuum.  «Zero 
(Miden) of not being is becoming, not to the not being is in wearing» he reported. It is the 

                                                           
4 Unit of Time is uniformed repeated motion of a material body and the Time is motion and it is 
absolute. 
5 Of the lessons of my philologist Ioanna Tsampakalou in high school, “the Logos was ancient Greek 
word and its first mean is the logic, but again it is the cause, the ratio and the speaking». This I 
remembered on my early times reading saint John Gospel (at the beginning was the LOGOS and the 
Logos was reported to the God and the God is the Logos). I remembered it when I came back to the 
God living, from the materialism).   
6 The relativity of the time, is coming from the theory of relativity and the its two wrong axioms (the 
frame systems are equivalent for the describing of the motions and the effects of the nature, with the 
same laws and the velocity of the light is constant and it is the same for everyone frame system). 
7 The theory of ideas is reported of Socrates and Plato. As Plutarchus of Cheronia reported in ABOUT 
LIKED PHYSICS DOGMAS OF PHILOSOPHERS, The ideas are found in the thought and fantasy of 
the God.   
8 DEMOCRITUS, edition of Cactus. 
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plethoric theory of the universe and the birth, the creation of the vacuum in the material. This 
theory made thinking the writer.   

     But the numbers9 are ideas and they are infinite. And the space into they are found the 
universes, is infinite. Then the INFINITE is immaterial and like immaterial, it is the space, 
space of ether and the ether is not material, it is in dimension ZERO. In queen Greek language, 
the language of the Goddess, sub +exist (υπάρχω)=to exist, I am subset, part of the total. The 
empirically infinite universes (α+ πείρα = εμπειρία (that is empirically infinite), το άπειρο, 
(grand dictionary 11th century) and α+ πέρας, άπειρο, ατελείωτο, the infinite without ending), 
because the universes have empirically infinite limits.  

     And there is this, it has birth and dead, this has mass and weight and limited dimensions in 
limited time.  

      The infinite that was principle for the philosopher Anaximander in his nature philosophy, 
but and the means and numbers of Pythagoras, there are them, because there were fixed as 
idioms of the person. «By» the Infinite, it is the not in dimensions Zero. The Total, The person 
is female. Born her self in the person Total, and the Zero and the Infinite are consisted 
characteristics of the personal Goddess, the person Goddess is self born. Now, the not in 
dimensions Zero is coming like tank of the ideas, that is, the Total means. 

      The Zero and the Infinite, as we justify are not numbers.   

     The LOGOS, the Logic, was into the Total, it concepts the ideas and the numbers (they are 
ideas). The Total preposition is the Logic, that is, before being in the Total, to include the ideas. 
That is we have now, motion and structure of the ideas, evolution of the Zero, result of born 
her self of the indeterminate to personal Goddess (From before upper-superior reality, as reports 
Brahmanism for the Brahman). And as we had before and we have now, that is TIME (it is 
motion after born her self). And now there is the road, why not the TAO, it is meaning road in 
Taoism. 

     The LOGOS is coming on like the existence that is landed in the fantasy of the Total. It 
coming on like an absolute characteristic of Total. The LOGOS has next to it the TIME10 and 
the OPPOSITION and they are characteristics of the Total, as again the INFINITE11 and the 
not in dimensions ZERO. They are idioms of the Total, There are them and essentially it is 
beginning the TIMING state of the coming creation. With the meaning of the Total, of the ideas, 
it is her evolution because born her self, from upper –superior reality it was before, to the Total. 
And the person it is fixed of the Zero, the Infinite, the Logos and the Opposite and the Time.  

 

                                              THE CREATION 

                                                           
9 Pythagoras for building of his theory, put as principle the numbers.  
10 The Time is motion, uniform repeated motion of a mass, is unit on time. Before of the creation of the 
universes, the Time was motion (actions) of the personal logic and with the fixing of the Infinite and in 
not dimensions Zero, it was actions in this. Aristotle in PHYSICS and the san Augustine in 
CONFECSSIONS will report the Time as motion.  
11 The Infinite is the infinite space. In the creation, in the universes, the space is fixing of the 
distribution of the masses and it is absolute. 
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       The not in dimensions Zero is the “space” of the fantasy of the Total, and it is fixed the in 
infinite space, as the distribution of the points. She puts in harmonic oscillation of the volume 
the points, into her fantasy. The points are not in dimensions, consequently they are Zero. The 
oscillation is V=Vmaxcos(kx-ωt+π/2) and when kx-ωt+π/2=0,π,2π,… then V=Vmax (that is, the 
in not dimensions point  is Zero (0) on π/2 for the cosine and Vmax for the sine and it is the 
beginning of the fantasy and the oscillation of the points. The in not dimensions Zero, where 
the sine is beginning from the Vmax, essentially is put this oscillation as,  

                         V=Vmaxei(kx-ωt+π/2)= Vmax{cos(kx-ωt+π/2)+isin(kx-ωt+π/2)} 

Here they are separated the roads. The Vι =Vmaxisin(kx-ωt+π/2) happens now, in the fantasy of 
the Goddess and the Vr=Vmaxcos(kx-ωt+π/2) happens in the reality. The beginning of the reality 
is the Vr=0, where then the Vi=Vmaxisin(kx-ωt+π/2)=iVmax , that is the volume of the expansion 
of the point, in the fantasy of the Goddess. But when Vr=Vmax, then we have real volume of the 
ether. 

     The points are alternated to positives and negatives in grid of cube. They have different of 
phase π/2 and they fill the space, alternately with positive and negative ether.  

     But now, it is separated the fantasy of the Goddess, of the reality. The fantasy of the Goddess 
is before being on π/2, as it is in (kx-ωt+π/2) phase, and it is immaterial. It is coming on with 
the Logic and the laws of the Logic or of the nature (they are expansion of Logic), they are in 
the fantasy of the Goddess, where it is being the imaging Total before the real being. Her fantasy 
is realistic.  

     Her self birth of the personal Goddess, brings the meaning of the creation, where it begins 
from the not in dimensions points. The meanings are the standards, the constants of the physics 
but and the laws of the nature, they are going on.  The standards are the factors of the birth of 
the reality, with the laws are meaning, and they are on the bubbles of the ether and on the 
particles of the matter. These factors are and the ether mass, the angular moment, the impulse, 
the magnetic moment, the electric field, e.t.c. of the particles. The meaning of the laws and the 
in it is coming nature, pro- exists in the fantasy of the Goddess. 

      At first, all are happening in fantasy of Goddess (and her multiple abilities help to she knows 
the future) and after they happen in the reality. In her fantasy she fixes continuum cubic hives 
of the points of the ether. Some hives have more density points. It is formed mixing of more 
density and rarer ether (hives of more density and other of rarer ether), that is of the IDION and 
the TRANSCENDENT NOT SUBSTANCE (they are the two sort of ether and the third, their 
mixing of the two ethers in the ENOSIA. It is average density of ether between the two before).  
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                     More density and rarer points of ether’s hives 

     The ENOSIA is coming from the infinite and it is formed central bubble, it is contained rare 
Transcendent not Substance. As it is in force the law of gravity, the same force is in force for 
the ether, for the not substance of ether. The pressure on this mega-cosmos bubble is infinite 
and into the bubble they are “evaporated” grains of Idion, it is most density ether. These grains 
are infinitesimal small (dV volume) and they have empirically infinite velocity. They are 
conflicted each other and with the walls (shell) of the bubble and they are balanced the infinite 
pressure (Ρ∞Α΄΄+Ρ∞Ε=Ρ∞Α , and Ρ∞Α΄= the infinite when it is subtracted from the initial infinite 
the empirical infinite (that is the pressures), Ρ∞Ε= the empirical infinite but essentially finite 
and out of our experience and Ρ∞Α΄= the infinite, the infinite pressure) . The infinite pressure 
of Enosia to the bubble. It is formed nucleus of Idion, spherical, in the middle of the central 
bubble and it is formed shell, with 32 sub-shells around the bubble. 

  

  

The central bubble (blue), is coming out spherical waves of dense and rare of the ether with infinite velocity, they 
are coming on two of the six surfaced universes. 

     Into the bubble, the empirical infinite grains of infinitesimal volume, are conflicted with 
empirically infinite velocity each other and on the shell of the bubble. When the conflict is 
vertical and maximum with the shell of many grains, it is formed cavity and it is closed to an 
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infinitesimal bubble (the viscosity of the Enosia is low). This bubble, because of the increased 
pressure round the large bubble, it is coming out the waves and the small bubbles of the large 
bubble. 

 

                       THE INFITESIMAL BUBBLES ARE FORMING THE ATOMS 

 

     And into the infinitesimal bubbles, they have formed infinite grains, they are balanced with 
the conflicts with the shell, the outer superior pressure. Then the grains are conflicted with the 
shell, they are formed cavity and distortion in the rounding ether Enosia, it is gone far it, and it 
is dislocation of dense ether, it is the potential line of the electric field of the bubble. The atoms 
of the hydrogen are the same, but with rotated oscillation, everyone is consisted of two bubbles. 

     In our theory, it is going on two same bubbles in every atom, with rotation around the center 
of mass and with the difference of phase π. 

     The two “particles”-bubbles are rotated with velocity v=c. They are emitting the electric 
field of the ether-bubble with symbol Ε and ο is the ether mass of the bubble and because of 
the different phase π, they are attracted. The electric field is distortion of ether. When two 
potential lines of the field of the two peripheral particles-bubbles are meeting, it is formed the 
graviton, turning distortion of the ether. So, the two peripheral bubbles is the ether mass of the 
atom. 

      

                     THE MEANING OF THE ZERO AND THE INFINITE IN THEOLOGY 

 

    The Zero and the Infinite are indeterminate. Here it is found the negative Theology of the 
Christians. In the SECRET THEOLOGY Dionysius Areopagites will reports, “and in the Zero 
information, hyper mind information”. And saint John Damascinus will say “infinite the God 
and not understated and this is only understanding, the infinite and the not understanding”.   

       

                                 MATHEMATIC ACTION WITH ZERO 

 

       They are prepositions on mathematics, the multiplication of every number with the zero, it 
is equal to zero. The dividing of a number with zero, it is indeterminate. The division of the 
zero with other number, gives zero. The addition or the subtraction of the zero to a number, it 
gives the number. We make addition, subtraction and we are multiplied or divided uniform 
kinds, that is, numbers. The zero is and a number, and it is indeterminate and ONE. The 
numbers and generally the mathematics are reflected the Total and the matter. 

     See now, a3=axaxa, that is, the a in the third power, it is multiplication of the same a, to its 
self for three times. And an is the multiplication of a to its self, for n times. It is consequent of 
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the logic, that when a, is multiplied zero times its shelf, it is ZERO. Zero times its self of a 
number, is zero. And then, we must make an expansion, and we are known, 

                                            an/an =an-n=a0=1    

And because an=an , that is, zero times the a to its self, it is equal to one. The logic of the 
mathematic consequence we followed, gives unit to the a in the zero power, but the logic 
consequence says that zero times the a to its self, it is equal to the zero (a0=0). Is it contradiction, 
or logic necessary?  

      The being is the matter, the not being is the immaterial, as we came up.  

See now, the kinetic energy is, Εkin=∫ 𝜊 𝑑𝑥  = ½ οv2. The kinetic energy is the measure of 

the motion of a material body, it is representing of the half ether mass to the velocity in the 
square power. This the same the kinetic energy, is combination of ideas, although it is amounted 
it is combination of ideas, it is immaterial, it is in vacuum of matter, it is ideas (meanings) of 
mass, and velocity, they are immaterial), it is absolute vacuum as ideas, and it is in dimensions 
zero as it is investment on the matter. And look out, the integral made from zero to the velocity 
v, as it should have, initially, of everyone body. That is, initially all are began of the zero.  

 

                                 THE MEANING OF THE ENERGY 

 

      As it was reported, the kinetic energy is a measure of the motion of a material body. It is no 
scalar quantity, but it is combination of scalar sizes, the mass of the ether, and the measure of 
the distance by divided of the time. Mass of ether, distance and time are the scalar sizes. The 
combination of the scalar quantities, gives the kinetic energy. It is a size, a quantity, it is 
combination of scalar quantities. These qualities and their combination are on the meanings 
(ideas) of the mass, distance and time. The meanings or the ideas of Plato are immaterial, the 
energy like combination of ideas is nesting in the vacuum, in the absolute zero. They are nesting 
qualities and the kinetic energy as it is quality, it is “coming out” from the immaterial and it is 
characteristic of the moved body, on it is investment.   

     The potential, the kinetic energy and the heat, are found qualities in the absolute zero, but in 
quantity are infinites. 

 

  THE CINTINUUM OF THE FANTASY OF THE GODDESS TO THE MATERIAL BEING 

 

     The ether of the creation, has the three idioms, the elasticity of the solids (it is infinite), the 
pressure of the gasses (it is infinite) and the viscosity of the fluids (it is low). The velocity of 
the ether waves is infinite, it is instantaneous in all the being.   

    If we accept that the earth is rotated around the sun, it is curried the ether because of the low 
viscosity of it and consequently it is not contracted to the experiment of Mickelson- Morley. If 
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the earth is about motionless on the center of the rotated universe, again it is not contracted with 
the experiment.  

     In the center of the macro-cosmos bubble, but and in the infinitesimal bubbles, there is the 
spherical nucleus consisted of dense ether (the Idion). It has radial oscillation, that is, 
R=Rmaxcos(ωt+φ). This oscillation, is coming from the oscillation of its heat, which is 
θ=θmaxcos(ωt+φ+π/2), That is, it is before the oscillation R of the nucleus.  

     The oscillation with frequency ω of the nucleus, is the bringing frequency, because in it is 
contained the order or the orders of the Goddess. 

     The changing of the radius is infinitesimal, empirically infinitesimal and it is curried 
instantaneously on the sub-shell, which is coordinated with the bringing frequency and it is 
oscillated. The 32 sub-shells have a proper frequency, they are coordinated with the bringing 
frequency, of increasing and minus of the radius of the nucleus.  

     We said that the Goddess is thinking with meanings (ideas). The meanings are represented 
by words they have letters and the every letter corresponds to a frequency of the nucleus 
changing. The meanings represent the material sizes, especially of the micro-cosmos. In every 
period inferior of 10-24 sec, in the fantasy of Goddess, she has all the laws of the nature and the 
logic. 

     The man has the independence, it is product of his logic he is following. The logic he is 
following, is product of the values or not values that he is coming in, on his life and before he 
formed them, baby, he had standard of values behavior. Then the fantasy of the Goddess is in 
evolution with the matter evolution and the men, in initial conditions that she is meeting 
frequently, in small time distances, from the before state. And it is going on the game of the 
reality. And her logic in coming up.  

      The atom i.e. is a meaning in the thought and the fantasy of the Goddess. The laws of the 
nature, that before they are coming out with oscillations of the nucleus and after the shell, they 
do the atom under the laws. The laws are transmitted with frequencies of the nucleus to the sub-
shells and there, of the sub-shells, by the ether, to the infinitesimal bubbles and of there to the 
nucleus of them (in the bubbles of the atoms). 

      The Goddess having in her gulf all the energies, the kinetic, the potential and the heat, in 
immaterial form, as two masses are oscillated with a spring, the one is the heat in immaterial 
form to coming out the nucleus (the other oscillated mass), she creates quantity materializing, 
she oscillates the nucleus by changing the radius of it, with its heat changing. 

    The sub-shells are oscillated with interference, of interference of two sub-shells, or multiple 
sub-shells.   

                        

                                SIMPLE AND DOUBLE INTERFERENCE 

 

      When the light is plenty, the photons- electromagnetic waves are found in small distances 
and they are formed on two of them, simple interference. But I think that the density presence 
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of them, it is joining two simple interferences to a double one, by the condition that the average 
price of the frequencies, is the same for the two simple interferences. That is, 

         y1=A(cos(ω1t)+cos(ω2t)=2Acos{(ω1t+ω2t)/2}cos{(ω1t-ω2t)/2} 

          y2=A(cos(ω3t)+cos(ω4t)=2Acos{(ω3t+ω4t)/2}cos{(ω3t-ω4t)/2}  

     If the average prices of (ω1t+ω2t)/2 =  (ω3t+ω4t)/2 , then, 

          y1 +y2=- 4Acos(ω1t+ω2t)/2}cos{(ω1t+ω3t-ω2t-ω4t )/4}cos{(ω1t+ω4t-ω2t-ω3t)/4} 

This is the double interference by the limit of the equality of the average prices. It could be 
formed multiple interference, with same processes, of 8, 16, and 32 cosines, they are 
corresponding to the 32 sub-shells of the bubbles.  

 

                                    THE THOUGHT OF THE PEOPLE 

 

     The animals are complex robots. But human beings have a control center. It is going on for 
bubbles they are rotated around the central mega-cosmos bubble and they are larger than the 
bubbles of particles.  

     Each bubble, has bringing frequency that is coordinated with the brain of every man. Every 
man could be a little God, but the standards and his values or not values, don’t drive there. In 
matter, specially, in the living matter, there are the mutations of the DNA and different complex 
cell. So, a man could have of the birth or after, not normal structure of the neurons in the brain.  

    The brain is found in the continuum feedback with the bubble of its control center and the 
thought is in different planes. Sometimes it is low and maybe bad thought and more different 
of a litlle God, because the mutations of the brain neurons they are accepted the oscillation of 
the bubble of its control center, it is moderating the normal thought. And there is and the 
feedback of the neurons with the center of control and the center is reacted of this.  

     Because the bringing frequencies of the bubbles are finites, it is possible the frequency after 
the dead of the man (and the bubble that have it and it is the center of control), to be reincarnated 
in the other, but only man, in the going on the perfection of the control center. It is in 
reincarnation by the preposition of the new currier will be superior than before, in a curve to 
the Devachan of Buddhism, they are coming in the perfecting bubble. Devachan is smaller 
radius than the distance of the central bubble, where is plenty light energy, but as it is coming   
far of it, it is the dark. “And the hyper-substance, we see, cloud, that is hiding in the beings” 
Dionysius Areopagites. They are Helysia fields, of ancient Greeks.      

 

THE MATHEMATICS OF THE MULTIPLE REACTIONS AND OF THE IN 
DEPENDENCE NATURAL REGIONS COMING OUT OF THE REAL TENSORS 
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      Region and transformations between mathematic regions in mathematics, does not mean 
the frame systems are belonging in different natural spaces. But, as I always believed, and the 
mathematics are not seeming to have relation with physics, it has it, if we are using this with 
the right physical model. And the physical model is given of the cosmic theory THE IDION.  

     The real meaning of the tensor as expansion of the vectors, it is fortifying that universes are 
same in the not living matter and they are different only there, the independence of the men is 
acting.   

 

                         NATURAL MODELS OF THE COSMIC THEORY 

 

    The cosmic theory anticipates that there are six universes, as the six sides of cube and in the 
center of the cube, it is the point of the central bubble control of the six universes. As we will 
show without expansion, the two opposite side universes, but and all simultaneously are reacted 
each other and are in interdependent.  

     In one universe we are living and into a sub-universe, the contractive positive, and it is 
reacted with the negative one and it is in force the same mathematics, as in the two opposite 
side universes. 

     We will make the analysis in the two sub-universes. The theory of the two sub-universes is 
up of the information12 of the FALL of the human, the fall of the son of Astreos and Heos 
(Heos=dawn) Eosforos (Lucifer)13. As Lucifer was going on to be God, as it is anticipating 
Eones (Gods) the theory of Gnosticism, it was created simultaneously of his and Zeus, and it 
was teaching of Jesus Crist (the right-name information) and it was teaching in other 
acceptances and of others (the pseudo-name information) and this creation follows the fall, it 
was reacted the universe by Lucifer. In the far space, he put emitters of electromagnetic waves 
on right and different planets and they were separated the positives of the negatives ether mass 
particles, it is forming the two sub- universes.  

     In the atom of hydrogen, the two bubbles were rotated with different phase π and they had 
the opposite negative masses, in that nature. They were revolving around the center of mass, 
by two. Lucifer with radiation, separated the atoms in positive and negative masses, and it is 
separated (the universe) in two sub-universes, they are revolving with opposite turning. The 
angular momentum is opposite in two sub-universes, because in the one are the right turning 
atoms and in the other the left turning atoms, but the position vector of the galaxies and the 
suns or the planets or the particles is the same in the two sub-universes. Consequently, we 
consider that the atoms are the universes consisted, are corresponding each sub-universe the 
other sub-universe atoms and they have opposite angular momentums and magnetic moments 
and same velocities, accelerations and position vector. The laws of the universes are on all and  
the same, on all universes, under the determinism of the laws, the motions of the particles and 
bodies are following them. They are reacted and depended.  

                                                           
12 It was given this information of the universe societies 
13 GOD BIRTH, Hesiodus 
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                           BUT THERE IS THE HUMAN INDEPENDENCE 

 

     But the man has the independence. As the ancient natural philosophers formed, the facts are 
coming on of six factors. Of God providence, of necessary, of fate, of luck, of auto 
(automatically), and of human independence. The laws of the matter create a large determinate 
and uniformity in two sub-universes, but God providence and human independence they create 
many times luck facts, they are not anticipated and determinate. So, in two sub-universes, or in 
the opposite universes, the nature as it is accessible to the men, it is changed. So, but all the 
determinate of the laws, a least parts of the universes is different, because they are reacted the 
men (with acts or wars, they are not the same in the universes). Consequently, we will construct 
the mathematics the depended two sub-universes, (or the other all universes).The universes are 
the same in the plenty their volume. 

 

                                        THE REGIONS IN MATHEMATICS 

 

      If we have a position vector and we are picturing it in a Cartesian coordinate system and in 
a spheral coordinate system, even they have the same origin the two systems, then the 
mathematicians say that they have two regions. But the physicist considers two different regions 
of two bodies, maybe in two coordinate systems, in any is belonging the two bodies. See two 
mathematic regions, in one the Cartesian system and in the other the polar system, 

                                

                    Cartesian and polar system, transformations are x=ρcosφ and y= ρsinφ  

      See now what it happens in transformation of a Cartesian system to a polar, of a position 
vector, 

                            φ   

                                        θ     R΄           r΄  

       Ο΄                                        θ  

                            z 

                                           y   R         r                                                                                                                             

                            O                                             x    
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Rr//=R΄r΄=Δr, OR=R, Or= r, OR΄=R΄, Or΄= r΄ 

     We have now a Cartesian and a polar system. The one is belonging to a positive sub-
universe, and the other to the negative, they are two nature spaces. And it is in force the 
transformation, 

  Δr =Δx+Δy+Δz=OR(sinθcosφ+sinθsinφ+cosθ)- Or(sinθ΄cosφ΄+sinθ΄sinφ΄+cosθ΄)      (1) 

It is going on a Cartesian and a polar system, two mathematic regions. But, if in this 
transformation we initially put R =0 and after R=R΄, then we have two nature spaces of the two 
sub-universes (they are corresponding to the two coordinate systems xyz and x΄y΄z΄) and in 
two, quality, mathematic regions, on them it is in force the same transformation. And in them 
nature spaces, the position vectors are equal. And in them we can correspond and spheral 
systems, as mathematic regions. 

                         

                              THE ONE BY ONE CORRESPONTING 

 

     Every particle of a sub-universe (or in one of the two opposite universes), is corresponding 
to the other universe, one by one. i.e. the spin or the angular moment of the atom, or its magnetic 
moment, are corresponding to one other atom of the opposite universe, but with negative 
angular or magnetic moment, in a common coordinate system, or they are in the two coordinate 
systems, the one in the first universe and the second to the other (they have parallel axis x,y and 
common the axis z. We give symbol u to one sub-universe and w in the other, then if s is the 
spin and μ the magnetic moment, it is su ↔ -sw and μu ↔ -μw . But for the position vector, the 
velocity and the acceleration, it is the corresponding, ru ↔ rw , vu ↔ vw , au ↔ aw .  

     Already it is seemed the dependence and the relation one by one, of the corresponding 
particles and the total sub-universe with the opposite (or the one universe to the others), as and 
the galaxies, the suns, and the planets etc. This is law of the nature, It is not total, it is limited 
of these section there the men did actions or wars, they are coming from the independence of 
the men. And in these sections as it is acceptable, it is different the structure of matter, but in 
infinite universe, they are grains of not uniformity of the two sub-universes, or of the two 
opposite universes. 

 

       THE RIGHT MEANING OF THE TENSOR AND THE TENSOR CALCULUS 

 

     As we sow, in coordinate system xyz, we have the vector Rr=Δr and it is, Rr//=R΄r΄=Δr 
and R΄r΄=Δr is the equal vector in the sphere system Ο΄θφ. It could be and this Cartesian 
x΄y΄z΄, with parallel axis to the xyz. In this case, it is already formulated new laws of the nature, 
of corresponding one by one, and we will enter in the meaning of the tensor. 
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     The word tensor is coming from the verb tense and if we are advised the Great Greek 
Dictionary of 11th century, it is coming and from the expansion. We give the symbol T to the 
tensor. So, it is ΤRr=R΄r΄=Δr= =Τ(ΟR-Or)= (OR΄-Or΄)=Δr=(αΟR-βOr). And α,β two 
constants, when it is known the measure of the vector ΟΟ΄ (it is the distance of the two origins 
of the two frame systems). The tensor T makes expansion of a system14, to the other, it gives 
the equal vector to the other system (it is not the tensor of differential geometry). So the 
constants α,β, are transformed the same vector, on its existence in other preferential frame 
system. The coordinate system are on the preferential frame systems of the two sub-universes, 
or on the two opposite universes on sides of cube, or on the four others universes.  And they 
will fix the equal measure vectors, on the plane universes of the other sides. So, the six universes 
are uniformed and they are different only of the independence life of men, because the person 
of people have independence, and on the other universes people.  

     

                                      AND THE SCALAR SIZES ARE EQUAL 

 

     As we are known, the particles have the magnetic moment μ it is vector, it have expansion 
of the one universe to the other and it is equal and opposite in two universes, as the h. But μ2=μ2, 
that is the scalar product μ.μ =μ2 is scalar size and it shows the action of the magnetic moment 
of the one universe, to the other moment of the other universe. And the ether masses o are scalar 
sizes, will be the same in the opposite universes. 

 

                   ANISOTROPY AND UNUNIFORMITY OF THE SPACE 

 

     As, it is reported, the universes are flat. We examine the ellipse. 

                                     

                                                           
14 On 1993 I wrote the work PREFERENTIAL FRAME SYSTEMS AND THE LIGHT LAW. The 
observer on the earth with his scientific organs, will say that the moon is revolving round the earth. 
But, and the observer on the moon, with his scientific organs, will formulates that the moon is rotating 
round the earth. The earth is a preferential frame system, and the velocity of the light is related to a 
preferential frame system and it is added or subtracted to the not preferential frame systems, they are 
moving into the preferential frame systems. So, they are not product the transformations, of general 
theory of relativity, it is wrong. The special theory of relativity describes inertial frame systems, there 
are not in the nature, it is not landing.  
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α= large semi-axis of the ellipse, β= small semi-axis, γ2=α2-β2, e=γ/α the eccentricity and the 
equation of the ellipse, (x/α)2+(y/β)2=1 and -α≤x≤α, -β≤y≤β και e<1. 

     See now, when γ=0 and α=β, then it is circle. But, and it is the interesting, γ=α, then the 
focuses Ε1,Ε2 are coincided corresponding with the tops Α΄, Α and then the ellipse is line 
section, it is case of ellipse.  

     We consider that the line section γ, tenses to the limit of the section α, then the ellipse tenses 
to be line section. We consider the α, empirically infinite and consequently this is the radius of 
the universe. If we are rotated the α, around of the β, on 3600, then it is coming a flat circle, that 
is about the flat universe, With infinitesimal fat.   

     Now the radius r it has the center the focus Ε1 or Ε2 will be r=p/(1+ecos(θ-θ0) and the e, the 
eccentricity that tenses to the unit and the r then, will tenses of p/2 to empirically infinite.  

     But, the observer will found to a point of the line section (empirically infinite), of the large 
axis α and it will distance line section R of the focus E1 , or Ε2. Then, for this observer, there is 
very much anisotropy and not uniformity of the matter, he is observed an object that has 
distance r from the focus, the space if the object is moving (i.e planet), will changed as the 
addition of the vectors  R+r .                   

 

                                THE PHYSICS OF THE COSMOTHEORY 

  

 1st atomic theory. 

     The centripetal force is, 

                            F=mv2/r= m2v2r2/mr3 =k/r3= q1q2 /(4/3)πε0r3 

The two bubbles we were showing for the atom of the hydrogen, have charge q and, 

                                                      F= q2
 /(4/3)πε0r3 

And ε0=1met-1 (there is no reason to be different of the unit). At CGS-stat Amp system, there 
was no the constant ε0.  

     They arbitrarily came in the equation of the measure systems the constant k=1/4πε0 (in the 
next equation first is the CGS-stat Amp system and second the SI )15 

                               F=10-7 N= q2
 /4πr2=k(Cb2/4π(r-2met)2 

In the CGS-stat Amp the unit is 1q (stat-Cb) and it is 1 Cb=3x109 stat-Cb (q). If you solve to 
the k, you will find the size of the constant ε0 the physics is accepted, but they came in arbitrarily 
the k in the equation.  

 

                                                           
15 ELEMENT OF PHYSICS Kougioumtzelis-Peristerakis p. 66 
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2η theory.     

     The physics is supported on some formulas of the stated electromagnetism. Really, it is 
supported in the formula-law of the parallel conductors, F=μ0I1I2L/2πr. Here already it is the 
constant μ0 but it is a variant16, it is fixed of the formula where it is applied, in micro-cosmos, 
or mega-cosmos.  

     Maybe you are knowing that in the micro-cosmos, the electric current I, is Ι=ef and e is the 
electric charge (electric currier) and f the frequency the charge has it. Here we are stopped the 
meaning of the charge and already it is coming in the ether mass ο for the particles and the 
bodies. The ether mass ο depends on the bubbles of ether of the body, or the particle and it has 
electric field, it is fixed of distortions of the ether, they are coming from the grains, then they 
are falling on the shell of the bubble, and they are going on the surrounding ether lines-
distortions of the electric field. Then the electric current is, Ι=ο1/2f. That is, the current and the 
electric field of the bubble, are coming from the oscillation of the ether bubble and in reality of 
the root of the ether mass.  

     We consider the hydrogen atom. It is consisted of two same “particles”-bubbles of ether, 
they are attracted each other, and they have oscillation rotation round the center of ether mass.  

 

 

 

  

 

     Then the two electric currents are equal and homo-parallels, because we are accepted that 
the two electric curriers (differently electric charges17) are equal and opposite, they are 
revolving on radius r/2 around the center of mass, when the distance between them is r. Then 
the law of the attraction of the revolving bubbles is,  

                                           F =
/ ( )

= οω r             (A) 

       The same formula is in force from the micro-cosmos to the mega-cosmos.  

     Here we make the acceptance that for this constant μ0 we was knowing, it is about in force 
for the hydrogen atom (μ0=4πx10-7 met) and in this atom, the current is Ι=1 El =ef=o1/2f and El 
is the unit of the electric current in the TTS (Total Theory System) we are coming in. That is, 
the constant μ0 is in force for the current of parallel conductors, for 1 El of current. Because 
ω=2πf, then r= 2.9x10-8 met for the atom of the hydrogen (if we are replacing ο=m, o1/2=e in 
the equation of the force F of the first theory). This radius r is when the hydrogen is in 8 mbar 

                                                           
16 I remember that in my early times of the researching, that I had located it is no constant, but variant.  
17 The electric charge is not fixed, is has no meaning. In oppositely, the electric currier is meaning the 
root of the ether mass, it has this currier (ο1/2) 
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pressure. We are combining the two theories and q=e=o1/2 , we took f=1.299x1014 fz  (fz=unit 
of the frequency in the TTS and unit of the time the uot=1/fz). 

The r=2.91x10-8 met we are found from the theory of Balmer λ2,3 =λ1/((1/η2
2)-(1/η3

2))=656 nm 
and r/2= λ1/2π . The λ1 is the first wave it is revolving the hydrogen atom, and a total wave, it 
is a wave of reality of the particle. And ο1/2=1/f. 

                               

                            THE SIZES OF THE ELECTRICITY 

 

     The charge or better, the electric currier is ο1/2 =e and the ether mass ο=m kgr-o and kgr-o 
is the unit of the ether mass, in TTS. 

     The electric current is Ι=ο1/2/t, (kg-o)1/2/sec= 1 El and the magnetic field is Β=μ0Ι/2πr, will 
be the same dimensions with the electric current. And because F=o1/2E, then the electric field 
Ε will be in the dimensions (kg-ο)1/2met/sec2. And the voltage, V, (kg-ο)1/2/sec2. 

 

                       THE NOT CONSEQUENCE OF THE SYSTEM INTERNATIONAL 

 

     As it is reported in PHYSICS of Alkinoos Mazis and in the ELEMENT OF PHYSICS of 
Kougioymtzelis-Peristerakis, the unit of the SI, the Amp, is fixed of the electrolysis. The law 
of Faraday is, 

                             m=(1/96500)(A/n)I.t=k(A/n)I.t 

where m=the mass of the element is coming up the electrode in gr and Α=atomic mass and 
n=valence of the element. It is fixed the Amp, I=(m/0.001118.t)A, where 0.001118 gr Ag, is 
coming up the anode of the electrolysis of AgNO3. 

     For the measurement of the mass 0.001118 gr AgNO3 it was fixed the constant k=1/96500, 
but this mass is not the gram-equivalent of the molecule of AgNO3, because we are, here, taking 
out the methods of the physics, for the founding of the e,m,h etc.  

    As it is reported in PHYSICS of Halliday-Resnick , the dielectric constant ε0 was measured 
of capacitor of parallel armatures (C=q/V=ε0A/d). But, to do that, it must the law of Ohm is 
right. As it is known, the law of Ohm is, V=RI18. If it is Known the Ι (Amp), they are remaining 
two unknowns, the R and the V. There are standards of the resistances, they are kept in the 
measurements and the standards. But, nothing it is sure, that is standard is R=1 Ohm. It is 
arbitrary, so, and the V is arbitrary, and it was no proved the ε0.  

     The above means that the System International has not consequence measurements, they are 
not combined without the coming in constants. That is, it is not eV= ½ mv2 but it is eV=kmv2. 

                                                           
18 But it is, Ι=Ne/t=NeL/Lt=Nev/L and v=I/neA, n=N/Vol, A= the section of the conductor. And 
eE=k΄mΔx/Δt2 =k΄eV/L, then V=k(m/e)v2=k(m/n2e3A2)I2 and R=k(m/n2e3A2)I     
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The measurements and the standards of the SI, as of every measurement system, are not 
combined and connected.                    

 

               ABOUT THE IN FORCE PHYSICS, THE ΕΝΤΙSON’S EFFECT 

 

     As we formulated, the new physics here, does not accept electrons or protons. It was 
acceptant of the stated physics, that there are the electrons, of the Edison’s effect19.  

                                               

                                                   Entison’s Effect 

In according with this effect, between of the Tungsten wire of fired lamp and metal plate that 
is found into the vacuum of the lamp, it was applied voltage. It was recorded fluid of electric 
current, when the lamp was turning on. It was considered that of the fired-red wire, were emitted 
electrons. It is acceptance as proof of existence of electrons.  

     But the light is large-oscillated and see (we use the root of the ether mass ο): 

                      ο1/2V=ov2=oω2r2   and    V=RI=kI2=o1/24π2r2f2 

     The current in the square power to a constant, is equal to the voltage it is applied and we 
proved it at before, only now the constant k must coming in the new data, where the charge e 
is replaced of the ο1/2. Then the direct current Ι is analogue to the frequency f, it has the atoms 
of the conductor, they are excited of the voltage V and they are fluid as the current Ι (I=ef).  

     In the cathode rays tube there is the Tungsten wire or the Platinum, where it is applied 
voltage with plenty current, even to the cold cathode and there, they are emitted photons. These 
photons, when they are coming in the anode voltages, they are polarized in the length and they 
are in aberration of the magnetic or the electric field. The photons are microscopic pairs of 
electric bubbles, they have different of the phase π and they are electric rings, and consequently 
they are as the classical physics describes the opposite charges, they are bubbles and small 
currents. 

    The radioactive radiations α, β, γ, are atoms of Helium the α, as the stated physics describes 
are “ions” atoms and the β are other “ions” atoms of hydrogen and the γ are photons. They are 
“ions” because the atoms have such oscillation, so we are accepted that they are ions with 
charge. 

                                                           
19 ELEMENT OF PHYSICS, Electricity p. 419 
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                                   THE CAPACITY AND THE COILS 

 

     There is not self-induction. There is no mechanism, the same the magnetic field, to be acted 
on the electric current it is flowing the coil.  

     At a circuit LRC Thompson the electric field is alternated. So, in the coil, there is changing 
voltage dV=LdI2, because it is alternated the current. So, if we have the indefinite integral, then 
V=LI2. 

     Again, in a capacitor of the circuit Thompson, dV=(1/C)dq2 and again,  
V=(1/C)q2=(1/C)I2T2, where Τ is the period of the alternated current. There is the same voltage 
in the coil and in the capacitor, then f2=1/LC. This frequency is different of the found of the 
stated physics.          

      The capacity C=q2/V and q=E.Vol (as we are found for the F and E=F/q), then because 
E=V/d, d=distance of the armatures of the capacitor, C= VA2, and Α=surface of the armature.  

 

ORDERS OF THE CREATION OF THE ATOM AND THE MOLECULE OF HYDROGEN 
OD THE GODDESS 

 

      The creation of the hydrogen atom, is coming from zero. A bubble of ether it is created of 
the cavity of the shell of the central bubble, it was coming far from it and it was separated in 
two smaller bubbles. The one has positive electric charge and the other equal negative. And 
because we were stopped the meaning of the electric charge, the one bubble has ether mass o 
and ο1/2 is the electric currier, it is having different of phase π of its oscillation, of the 
corresponding other, in the hydrogen atom. Here we have two cases, 

1st case. As the big bubble is separated to the two smaller bubbles, then is is acting the turning 
moment T=rxF on the one bubble and one equal and opposite to the other bubble T=rx(-F) .  

That is, we have the moments system T=rxF , T=rx(-F)           (1) 

The radius r΄ is infinitesimal small and the force F is acting vertically to the radius, and it is 
empirically infinite. It is created the preferential system, with the begging Ο between the two 
bubbles (in this system are the moments). 

      The force F will be acting until the velocity of the initial motionless bubble of the 
preferential frame system has velocity c, it is the velocity of the light and the radius of r΄is 
coming to r. And c is the velocity of the atom of hydrogen in the first state of revolving (The 
atom of hydrogen is a bonded photon). In this process, the initial infinitesimal radius r΄ is 
increased to the radius r of the atom of hydrogen. So, we will have that the kinetic energy would 
be,  

                                          Εk=∫ 𝑚 𝑑𝑥= ½ mc2- ∞      (2) 
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 The infinite energy is indeterminate, and it is omitted. And for the two bubbles the atom is 
having, the energy is Εk=mc2.  

     During the creation of this velocity, it happens the inequality,  

                                                   𝐹 = < 𝑚
/

          (3) 

Until it is formed the potential energy in the atom radius r=1.45x10-8 met, from the initial 
infinitesimal r΄, it is, 

                                        𝛦 = ∫ − 𝑑𝑅
΄

= − ∞   (4) 

Because they are two bubbles, the energy is doubled and it is ignored the negative empirically 
infinite energy (this is happening, because the r΄is infinitesimal). And because it is cyclic rotated 
motion of harmonic oscillator, the energy is Εk=ET.  

2nd case.  

                                                   𝐹 = ≩ 𝑚
/

               (5)     

                                       𝛦 = ∫ − 𝑑𝑅
΄

= − 0    (6) 

     Where the r΄ is on empirically infinite radius (for the into forming atom). Every bubble is 
coming from differed separation of the bigger bubble to the two smaller bubbles and the other 
is coming from separation of bubble, in empirically infinite distance, in relation to the final r. 
They are nearing the two bubbles, of empirically infinite radius, on r.                                     

     We remember to you, that m=o, e=o1/2.  

The molecule of the hydrogen is two homo-parallel electric rings of atoms, they are rotated 
around the axis is parallel with the two diameters of the two rings. It is in force the inequality, 
the two rings were coming on opposition, of empirically infinite distance,  

                                                   𝐹 = ≩ 2𝑚
/

           (7) 

Where two (2) are the attraction forces, of the four bubbles, they are coming to radius R/2 of 
the revolving around the central axis between two opposite and homo-parallel rings. This force 
between the parallel rings for the formation of hydrogen molecule, is acting of empirically 
infinite distance, till the rings coming in radius R and then, the two rings have potential energy, 
as above is indicated, 

                             𝛦 = ∫
( )

𝑑𝑅 =
( )

= 2𝜇 𝑜𝑓 ( )    (8)      

Remember we said that a0=1, but and a0=0, it is meaning the zero (0) could be replaced with 
the number one (1). This potential energy, is the energy of the molecule of the hydrogen.       
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     The eight equations and inequalities that we were given, are the orders of the Goddess in the 
creation of atom and molecule of hydrogen and we compete them with the follows, 

                                ∮ 𝐞𝟎. 𝐄d(Vol) = q = e = o /                    (9)  

                                ∮ 𝐁. d𝐒 = 0                                                  (10) 

                                ∮ 𝐁. d𝐥 = 𝛍 . 𝐈                                              (11) 

                                ∮ 𝐄. d𝐥 = dV                                                (12) 

The equation (9) is coming from the law of in reverse cubic power, for the force between the 
two bubbles (the dielectric constant is vector, as the magnetic permeability). 

The equation (10) is meaning that the magnetic field it is running the atom, or molecule surface 
(a spherical surface it is closing it, or a cyclic), is zero, because the incoming potential lines are 
equal to out-coming). There are not monopoles.  

The equation (10) is the magnetic field of the electric current, it is vector too, (it has direction 
and curve and measure). 

The equation (12) is the voltage it is creating of the cyclic electric field, i.e. on the length of the 
peripheral of the atom. And because we said for the voltage, the Goddess was given the 13th 
equation, the,  

                                 V=k(m/n2e3A2)I2=k(1/o1/2)4π2r2I2          (13) 

Because n=N/Vol=1/Vol =1/A2π(r/2), (n=1 the bubble) and Ι=ef =ο1/2f . It is exercise for you, 
to be calculated the constant k, with the equations (12) and (13).      

     The third equation of Maxwell is wrong. It is, 

                 ∮ 𝐁. d𝐥 = μ ε + μ Ι. 

      But dΦΒ/dt=€=V (physics Halliday-Resnick), then V≠(1/ε0)Ι and the third equation is 
wrong. 

 

                                        CONCLUSIONS 

 

     They were given in abstractly the factors they are driving in the being of the matter, of our 
cosmic theory. 

    The personal Goddess, is born her self from something indeterminate and she is the Total. 

     The physics philosophy of Democritus is being known of the writing, because he is 
understood right his phrases, and it is the beginning of our theory. 
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     The religions are finding very little justification here, and the Plato’s ideas are the cautions 
of the creation, when they were in conception of the Goddess, into absolute Zero, the zero-
vacuum of Democritus. 

     The personal Goddess was born her self, she was invented the superior theory and she was 
creating. The Logos (Logic) is way of the thought and of the existence, and it is superior upper 
reality. And it is in the mind of the Goddess. 

       The Time and the Opposition are idioms of the person and they are coming from the Logos.  

     They were created new mathematics of the zero and the infinite and the energy is immaterial 
“fluid” it is coming in the matter. The absolute Zero, the Infinite and the Time and Opposition, 
are idioms of the Goddess.        

     The tensor is in literal, an expected a vector, to other vector of other universes, so, the 
illogical matter of the universes is in the same structure in the different universes. 

   The continuing of the tensors is that the scalar sizes, of the ether mass and corresponding 
electric field, will be equal and opposite in the parallel universes. The oscillation of the ether 
mass creates the attraction and the difference of the phase π of two roots of the ether masses, 
are corresponding to the two electric charges, or electric curriers, in atoms. 

     The no uniformity and the anisotropy of the space of the universes, is driving the observer 
to see the distribution of the matter as he think it is infirmity and isotropy.  

     The unit systems are irrational, not consequences. And the atom of hydrogen is described of 
two theories they are in combining and it is consisted of two bubbles of ether. 

     The cosmic theory is coming out new physics, it has great possibilities. 
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